
Does Anyone Still Stand Up for Him? 
 

With what “EFIB Fridays” coordinator Sami Dakhlia referred to as “an inquiry into the 
science of knowledge” and an “epistemological topic that should be of interest to any 
researcher,” CoB faculty were invited (via e-mail) to EFIB chairman George Carter’s 14-
November-08 presentation of his solo work entitled “How do We Know?”  After reading 
the e-mail invitation sent via CoB Alternative Learning Coordinator Sonia Gaines-Littles, 
many in the CoB must have braced themselves for what was sure to be commonly 
expected – an upcoming rush of embarrassment for those affiliated with USM’s b-school 
and its EFIB chairman.  What was also on the minds of some was what Carter’s 
supporters, those who stand up for him when he’s engaging in the sorts of activities that 
have won him the title “smiling assassin,” must be thinking upon retrieval of such an 
invitation from their inboxes. 
 
Page 1 of Carter’s treatise on the mind gets the party started (see below).  There he lets 
would-be attendees know, through a “Preamble” no less, that his is a “secular paper.” 
 

 
 

Long-time CoB faculty, and long-time readers of USMNEWS.net know what others do 
not – that Carter is an expert on the secular and the spiritual, and all that they entail.  
This we know partly through his interesting interview with Karen Bota of Episcopal Life 
magazine back in April of 2004.  At that time Carter was teaching courses in business 
ethics – sans the academic qualifications – on behalf of USM’s College of Arts & Letters.  
Through Bota’s article entitled “Taking Care of Business,” (the “ethicist”) Carter tells 
each of us that “ethical decisions today are more often linked to self-interest – seeking 
reward and avoiding punishment – than to internal standards of doing what is right ‘no 
matter what’.”  Carter also adds that “[i]n business, we need to set up an ethical system 
with these external structures and reinforcement for the majority of employees, rewards 
for not doing certain things and punishments for doing them.”  Of course, this essay can’t 

http://www.episcopalchurch.org/26769_37936_ENG_HTM.htm


do justice to Carter’s expertise in these vast fields, at least not to standard set by the 
contributor to USMNEWS.net who penned The Ethics Professor and the Company Man. 
 
Moving beyond the beginning, which is hard to do with a paper containing both a 
Preamble and a table of contents, Carter lets his readers know that the plan of the paper 
is “to present traditional explanations of how we know something.” 
 

 
 

From here Carter dives into the philosophical foundations of ontology. 
 

 
 

From there Carter quickly guides us into a discussion of epistemology. 
 

 
 

Keep in mind that by this point we are into page 3 of Carter’s treatise and we have yet to 
encounter a referenced paper or book of any kind.  This is all, at least to this point, 
George Carter. 
 

http://www.usmnews.net/The%20Ethics%20Professor%20and%20The%20Company%20Man.pdf


After only 8 paragraphs about ontology and epistemology (combined), Carter jumps to 
an analysis of his first love – the human brain.  The discussion of the brain begins at the 
bottom of page 3 (see below) and it runs through the middle of page 11.  And like 
everywhere else in the paper, there is nary a reference/cited work.  
 

 
 

No citations at all?  Nope, and not even to talk about the lobes of the brain and how they 
are related.  He even drew a picture for those in attendance (see below). 
 

 
 

“Each hemisphere resembles a glove with a thumb but no fingers.”  (A mitten?) 
 
After going over the lobes, Carter gets into the sparky neurons.  The picture he drew to 
accompany his presentation of neurons, their structure and charge, is arguably one of the 
more impressive parts of the 19-page paper (that has no references).  Of course, it is 
inserted below:  
 



 
 

After a lengthy anatomy lesson (including “plasticity”), Carter gets to simple subjects like 
Newtonian and Quantum physics.  The first of these is dispatched in four sentences, the 
second in about six (see below). 
 

 
 



From here (on page 11) we head into the philosophy of the mind, and Carter takes his 
readers on a journey where they are joined by “Cartesian Dualism,” “Monism,” 
“Functionalism,” and “Consciousness.”  This is sort of like the EFIB’s own bizarro-world 
version of The Canterbury Tales.  From there Carter throws in a dash of BA 301 and BA 
303, concluding with brief discussions of statistics terms, data collection, and statistical 
inference. 
 
What do we take from Carter’s paper?  He tells us in the final paragraph (middle of page 
19), and after having provided exactly 0 references: 
 

 
 

After getting through what some say is Carter’s swan song (planned for some time) to 
show his vast knowledge of the world one has to wonder whether those who have so 
often stood behind and stood up for Carter through the years (e.g., Farhang Niroomand, 
Charles Sawyer, Sami Dakhlia, Akbar Marvasti, John Clark, etc.) are proud of who they 
stood behind and stood up for.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
Another picture Carter drew/included. 


